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DeSoto sometimes De Soto was an American automobile marque that was manufactured and
marketed by the DeSoto division of Chrysler from to the model year. More than two million
passenger cars and trucks bore the DeSoto brand in North American markets during its
existence. Introduced for the model year, DeSoto served as a lower-priced version of Chrysler
products, with Dodge and Plymouth also added to the lower end of Chrysler family in The
marque was named after the Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto , who led the first European
expedition deep into the territory of the modern-day United States Florida, Georgia and Alabama
and was the first documented European to have crossed the Mississippi River. The DeSoto logo
featured a stylized image of the explorer. In a total of 81, single-model DeSotos were produced,
a first-year record in the U. Initially, the two-make strategy was relatively successful, with
DeSoto priced below Dodge models. Despite the economic times, DeSoto sales were relatively
healthy, equaling Dodge at around 25, units in In , Chrysler reversed the market positions of the
two marques in hopes of boosting Dodge sales. The DeSoto received Chrysler's streamlined
Airflow bodies, but on a shorter wheelbase; the design proved unpopular with consumers.
Unlike Chrysler, which still had more traditional models on which to fall back, DeSoto was
hobbled by the Airflow design until its Airstream arrived. Aside from its Airflow models,
DeSoto's model is probably its second-most memorable model from its early years, when the
cars were fitted with powered pop-up headlights , a first for a North American mass-production
vehicle. The Cord introduced dashboard hand-cranked hidden headlamps in the model year.
After wartime restrictions on automotive production were ended, DeSoto returned to civilian car
production when it reissued its models as models, but without the hidden-headlight feature, and
with fender contours extending into the doors, like other Chrysler products of the immediate
postwar period. Until , DeSoto used the Deluxe and Custom model designations. In , DeSoto
added the Firedome with its cid Hemi engine. However, in , DeSoto dropped the Deluxe and
Custom names and designated its six-cylinder cars the Powermaster and its V8 car remained
the Firedome. The DeSoto Adventurer , introduced for as a high-performance hard-top coupe
similar to Chrysler's , became a full-range model in That year, for the first and only time in the
marque's history, it served as pace car at the Indianapolis The had a well-integrated design,
with two variations: the smaller Firesweep body placed on the concurrent Dodge inch
wheelbase chassis with Dodge front fenders and the Firedome and Fireflite and its halo model
Adventurer sub-series , based on the larger inch wheelbase chassis shared with Chrysler. As
was conventional in the era, subsequent years within the typical three-year model block were
distinguished by trim, bumper and other low-cost modifications, typically by adding bulk to
bumpers and grilles, taillight changes, color choices, instrumentation and interior design
changes and often additional external trim. Also, Ford Motor Company had introduced new
mid-price competitors for the model year with the Edsel brand. By the time the DeSoto was
introduced in the fall of , rumors were widespread that Chrysler was moving toward terminating
the brand, fueled by a reduction in model offerings for the model year. The introduction of the
lower-priced Newport to the upscale Chrysler brand no doubt hastened the decision to end
production of the DeSoto, which was very similar in size, styling, price and standard features.
For , DeSoto lost its series designations entirely, in a move reminiscent of Packard's final
lineup. And, as with the final Packards, the final DeSoto was of questionable design merit. Again
based on the shorter Chrysler Windsor wheelbase, the DeSoto featured a two-tiered grille each
tier with a different texture and revised taillights. Only a two-door hardtop and a four-door
hardtop were offered. The cars were trimmed similarly to the Fireflite. The final decision to
discontinue DeSoto was announced on November 18, , just 47 days after the models were
introduced. At the time, Chrysler warehouses contained several million dollars in DeSoto parts,
so the company ramped up production in order to use up the stock. The last DeSoto rolled off
the line on November Chrysler and Plymouth dealers, which had been forced to take
possession of DeSotos under the terms of their franchise agreements, received no
compensation from Chrysler for their unsold DeSotos at the time of the formal announcement.
Making matters worse, Chrysler continued to ship the cars through December, many of which
were sold at a loss by dealers eager to be rid of them. After the parts stock was exhausted, a
few outstanding customer orders were filled with Chrysler Windsors. Despite being a
successful mid-priced line for Chrysler motors for most of its life, DeSoto's failure was
attributable to a combination of corporate mistakes and external factors beyond Chrysler's
control. The Chrysler marque under post-war pressures from consumers in the market was
essentially moved by customers' changing market tastes from a luxury automaker to a
mid-priced brand when Chrysler itself launched the separate Imperial brand in for the model
year. The mid-priced market segment was already filled with brands made by rivals Ford and
General Motors , plus Chrysler's own Newport model. Most DeSoto models were merged into
the new Chrysler Newport in The recession seriously affected demand for mid-priced

automobile makes. DeSoto sales were particularly affected, and sales failed to recover in and
With falling sales, the and models were very similar to the concurrent Chryslers. Moreover,
rumors that DeSoto would soon be discontinued did not help sales. Chrysler's dealer network
also had an effect on the termination of the DeSoto brand. However, as Chrysler attempted to
spin Plymouth off into standalone dealerships, existing dealers typically chose to become
higher-volume Plymouth dealerships rather than taking on the slower-selling DeSoto brand,
leaving the marque with a weakened dealer network and fewer outlets selling its cars. DeSoto's
failure to adjust to changing market trends, evidenced by its lack of a new compact car model in
as GM, Ford and DeSoto's siblings Dodge and Plymouth had done, also hastened its demise.
Chrysler's brand management during the s pitted each of its five marques Plymouth, Dodge,
DeSoto, Chrysler and Imperial against one another, causing the greatest damage to DeSoto.
Rather than managing the market relationship to specific price points for particular consumers,
as General Motors had done successfully, Chrysler allowed its divisions to develop products
targeting markets covered by their own sister divisions. Dodge was most successful when it
introduced the lower-priced Dodge Dart in While sales of the Dart increased in , they did so at
the expense of Plymouth. Traditionally one of the three lower-priced brands, Plymouth fell out
of third place, only to regain it twice and before its own demise in Dodge moved upmarket with
the Custom Royal in the mids, which cut into and eroded DeSoto's traditional market segment.
The introduction of the DeSoto Firesweep, a model that used the Dodge engine, chassis, front
fenders and hood, pushed DeSoto into direct competition with the Custom Royal. The
Firesweep sold well, but at the expense of the higher-priced Firedome and Fireflite models. The
DeSoto began looking like a Chrysler with a different grille and taillights, which, in an era of
strong make identification, was a recipe for disaster. When Chrysler marketing showed that
consumers were likelier to buy an entry-level Chrysler than a DeSoto, Chrysler introduced the
Chrysler Newport as a model, selling more than 45, units in its first year. Thus the DeSoto was
dropped and replaced by the Newport. With the introduction of the Newport and the Custom ,
the price gap caused by the demise of DeSoto was effectively closed. Going in the opposite
direction, Chrysler pushed into the luxury market by marketing the luxury Imperial as a separate
make and division starting in To make room for the new make, Chrysler began expanding
downward, while Dodge began expanding upward, with larger and more luxurious models. Both
Chrysler and Dodge began eating into DeSoto's already small market, and Chrysler's upper
management did nothing to stop them. Chrysler Corporation introduced the DeSoto brand of
trucks in to provide a greater number of sales outlets overseas for the American-built Dodge
and Fargo commercial vehicles. Chrysler ended its truck operations in international markets in
In , Chrysler sold its share in the Askam venture to its Turkish partners. DeSoto sponsored the
popular television game show You Bet Your Life from through , in which host Groucho Marx
promoted the product by urging viewers to visit a DeSoto dealer with the phrases "Tell 'em
Groucho sent you" and "Drive a DeSoto before you decide. The song lyrics were revised to "It's
delovely, it's dynamic, it's DeSoto. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Brand of automobile.
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Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
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department, the Adventurer model would also become the first American-built car to acheive 1
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equipment, which was a feat the B had already accomplished the previous year with the
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While it proved to be a very popular model, it added to the internal overlap between the different
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later be a contributing factor to eliminating the DeSoto Division in In the meantime though,
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Corporation rushed the new models to production and the result was a lot of quality control
issues. While the overall design of the car was sound and the mechanical engineering was stout
as always, the quality controls and overall build quality were not up to par. Reports of cars
rusting out within months of being built and other rattles, squeaks, and bad panel fitments were
common. On a more general note in the automotive industry, dual headlights first started to
appear. At the beginning of the model year, not all 50 states had approved them as legal, so
most of the early DeSotos are single headlight. They did plan ahead by leaving the fender cavity
large enough to accomodate two on each side. By the time the Adventurer was released in
January , dual headlights were legal and all Adventurers were built with them. For more details
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conversion kits for thru Mopar products. We know that finding a new power steering system or
having your old one re-built for your vintage car and hoping that it will perform properly, can be
a daunting task. That is why we have developed this kit for Mopar enthusiasts. Whether you
need our complete kit, gear and c Production was appx. HEMI wagon. Very rusty. But complete
and original. Clear title. Floors, rockers are gone. Most trim and badges are present. Original
paint and driveline. All new styling and chassis engineering characterized DeSotos. Changes
from included: new bodies that were lower and longer, new side trim and color sweep
treatments, a massive new bumper grille combination, and new upswept rear fender tailfins. All
Chry The Adventurer is Desoto highest trim level for and this car shows it quality throught.
Outstanding in Black and Gold exterior and interior. The attention to detail in the rest Our
classic Desoto is like the car Christine in the movie but faster! When we were teenagers we
eloped in a car just like this so years later when we found this one-owner beauty we knew we
had to buy it, and restore it for a re-enactment of our elopement on our 40th ann Named after
famed Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto, the DeSoto brand was presented to consumers as a
highly-style high-performance mid-priced vehicle. For the majority of their time on the market,
DeSotos had technologies that were both novel and functional, drawing wide consumer appeal.
With forward thinking design and novel marketing, including advertising by the once hugely
popular Groucho After these hours, leave a message at New in the original factory packaging,
NOS MoPar right, passenger side fender lower trim moulding part Fits Desoto Firesweep
models only. Be sure to add me to your favorites list! New in the original factory packaging,
NOS MoPar right, passenger side rear door lower moulding part Fits Desoto Firedome, Fireflite
and Firesweep 4 door models. Call Sprayed with lubricant to protect from rusting. It sits
lakeside with tranquil, quiet wildlife views! Relax on the screened patio and enjoy the beautiful
weather. This two bedroom, two bath unit sleeps 4 guests with 2 Queen size beds. This condo is
the perfect place to fe It comes with access to the Club Bahia amenities! This spacious two
bedroom, two bath condo sleeps four guests with a king size bed in the master bedroom and
full bed in the guest bedroom. The unit has 2 flat screen TV's with cable, free WiFi. The laundry
room com This spacious two bedroom, two bath unit will sleep four guests comfortably with a
queen size bed in the master bedroom and twin beds in the guest bedroom. This spacious two
bedroom, two bath unit will sleep four guests comfortably with a king size bed in the master
bedroom and 2 twin beds in the guest bedroom. Vista V It sits poolside with open Bay front
sunset views! Relax on the screened patio with table and chairs. This two bedroom, two bath
unit sleeps 4 guests with a King and Queen size. Unit has an electric fireplace! This condo is
Two bedroom, two bath condo sleeps 6 guests with a king-size bed in the master bedroom, twin
beds i
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n the guest bedroom and sofa bed in the l It sits with Bay fro views! Relax on the patio and
enjoy the weather. This two bedroom, two bath unit sleeps 4 guests with a queen size bed in the
master bedroom and two twin beds in the guest bedroom. This condo is the perfect Bahia Vista
is a spacious 2nd floor, condo located on the bay waters at Isla Del Sol. This unit can
accommodate different family sizes and has two bedrooms and two baths. The master bedroom
has an ensuite bathroom with a double vanity. The master bedroom has a queen size bed. The
guest bedroom h My 84 year old neighbor asked me to find a new home for the following parts;
all are NOS. Free shipping for price listed. Trunk lock cover. Bahia Vista is a beautiful 2nd floor
Bahia Vista Condo. You'll be amazed by the panoramic bay views from this 4th floor corner unit.
This condo sleeps six guests with a queen size bed in the master bedroom and twin beds in the
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